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Roughly every 11 years, the Sun’s activity
swings, a peak-to-peak oscillation in the
presence of sunspots on the solar surface.
From around 1645 to 1715, however,
researchers think that this largely reliable
trend in solar activity stalled. Now known
as the Maunder Minimum, the period saw
not just a prolonged dearth of sunspot
activity but also a likely reduction in the
output of energy from the Sun. Researchers
estimate that the Maunder Minimum could
have caused a reduction in solar irradiance
of around 0.01% to 0.25%, a shift that contributed to a drop of globally averaged
surface air temperature of a few tenths of
a degree.
The cause of the Maunder Minimum’s
decreased solar activity is unknown, so
researchers are unsure when, or if, a similar
event could happen again. Using a global
climate model, Meehl et al. carried out a
speculative experiment to see what would
happen if a Maunder Minimum– style event
took place over the next several decades.
They wanted to find out if such a grand solar
minimum could counteract anthropogenic
climate change.
To test the effect, the authors imposed
a 0.25% drop in solar irradiance on a
modeled simulation of the period 2020 to
2070. They used an advanced oceanatmosphere climate model and phased
the change in solar activity in and out over
5 years. The authors found that their
simulated modern Maunder Minimum
would temporarily mitigate some of the

Understanding sporadic upwelling
off the western Australian coast
Ocean upwelling brings nutrient-rich deep
waters to the surface, where phytoplankton
can use the nutrients. Some coastal regions of
the ocean have regular upwelling, but other
regions, like the western Australian coast,
have only sporadic upwelling events, which
are ecologically important given a backdrop
of low regional productivity. To study the factors influencing the seasonal variability of upwelling in the region, Rossi et al. analyzed
satellite data covering 15 years, calibrating
their approach using well- documented
events.
Contrary to previous belief, which held that
sporadic upwelling happened during austral
summer at a few latitudes, the researchers
found that sporadic upwelling is likely to
occur generally from mid-August through
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A modern Maunder Minimum
would not stave off global warming

An image of the Sun during a lull in solar activity in 2009. A prolonged period of solar activity
would not be sufficient to counteract global warming, Meehl et al. show.
warming due to anthropogenic climate
change—reducing the temperature by
several tenths of a degree during the grand
solar minimum compared to a simulation
without the modified solar activity. However,
by the time the solar output ramped back
up in 2070 in their model, this difference in
temperature between the modern Maunder

Minimum simulation and the reference
case largely disappeared. The authors
suggest that a modern Maunder Minimum–
style event would not be able to counterbalance ongoing global warming from increasing greenhouse gases. (Geophysical
Research Letters, doi:10.1002/grl.50361, 2013)
—CS

mid-April and can occur at any time of year
at some locations north of 30°S. Transient
upwelling events typically last 3 to 10 days,
and the shelf regions at 22.5°S, 28°S, 31.5°S,
and 34°S were found to have the most upwelling, with an annual average of 70 to as
many as 140 upwelling days over the period
1995–2010. The authors also found that the
intensity of upwelling depends on a complex
mixture of upwelling-favorable winds, the
characteristics and state of the Leeuwin
Current (a warm current that flows southward
off the west Australian coast), and local topography. These results suggest that short-term
nutrient enrichments of variable magnitude
may occur at a number of locations along the
western Australian coast when the thermocline is shallow enough, supporting the iconic
marine ecosystems of the region. (Journal of
Geophysical Research- Oceans, doi:10.1002/
jgrc.20242, 2013) —EB

Sensible heat flux records constrain
projections of European warming
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Rising atmospheric concentrations of
greenhouse gases are adding more energy to
the Earth system, but how that extra energy
turns to heat—and where that heating takes
place—depends in part on regional variations
in how the atmosphere and the land surface
interact. Based on a historically high susceptibility to natural climate variability, driven in
part by such land surface–atmosphere interactions, researchers expect Europe to be
more strongly affected by climate change
than some other regions.
To reduce uncertainty in projections of
European regional warming, Stegehuis et al.
used modern measurements of land surfaceatmosphere processes to constrain a series of
15 regional climate models. In general, heat
exchange between the atmosphere and the
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land surface occurs in one of two ways.
Latent heat exchange is when energy is used
to drive processes that do not result in a
change in temperature, such as evaporating
water or melting ice and snow. Sensible heat
exchange is a convective transfer of energy
that results in a temperature change. Though
researchers know that both latent and sensible heat exchange are important for controlling regional temperatures, these processes
have not previously been used to constrain
regional models.
In this study, the authors used observations
of sensible heat flux to identify the best performing regional climate models. They found
that for central and northern Europe, warming
by the end of the century may be as much as
1°C greater than the 2°C to 6°C of warming
that previous research suggested. However,
for the Mediterranean and Balkans, previous
work may have overestimated warming. By
constraining future temperature projections
with realistic sensible heat flux values, the
authors reduced the uncertainty in those
calculations by up to 40% for regions with
strong land surface–atmosphere coupling.
(Geophysical Research Letters, doi:10.1002/
grl.50404, 2013) —CS

Space traffic may be cause of increase
in polar mesospheric clouds
A recent increase in polar mesospheric
clouds could be due to a recent increase in
space traffic, a new study suggests. Polar
mesospheric clouds are diffuse collections of
water ice crystals in the mesosphere near the
poles at altitudes of about 80 kilometers. The
number and brightness of polar mesospheric
ice clouds is expected to decrease when the
incoming flux of solar ultraviolet radiation
increases. Increases in solar radiation heat
and dry out the atmosphere slightly, leading
to a decrease in ice cloud formation.

A composite image of polar mesospheric
clouds on 28 July 2011 from the Aeronomy of
Ice in the Mesosphere (AIM) Cloud Imaging
and Particle Size instrument.
In the past 2 years the solar ultraviolet flux
has increased, but the occurrence of polar
mesospheric clouds has actually increased,
rather than decreasing as expected. Siskind
et al. used observations from NASA’s
Aeronomy of Ice in the Mesosphere (AIM)
satellite to quantify this recent increase in the
number and brightness of polar mesospheric
clouds. The scientists suggest that water from
spacecraft exhaust could contribute to formation of polar mesospheric clouds. They also
note that an increase in the amount of space
traffic in the past 2 years coincides with the
unusual increase in polar mesospheric
clouds. Their preliminary estimate of the
amount of water released from this space
traffic is consistent with the hypothesis that
the increase in these clouds is due to space
traffic. (Geophysical Research Letters,
doi:10.1002/grl.50540, 2013) —EB

German records from 1920s show
long-term ocean warming
Over past centuries the crews of ships regularly measured some basic properties of the
waters through which they sailed, such as
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temperature and salinity. These historical
observations have proven to be important for
climate modelers who are trying to validate
their work. In recent years the importance of
the deep ocean as a sink for the extra energy
trapped by anthropogenic climate change
has come to the fore. Unfortunately, the vast
majority of deep- ocean observations do
not start until the 1980s. From 1925 to 1927,
however, the German research vessel Meteor
crisscrossed the Atlantic Ocean on an expedition that collected a uniquely thorough
record of oceanographic properties for the
full depth of the ocean basin. The ship made
13 coast-to-coast sweeps from the Southern
Ocean to the tropical North Atlantic, providing a set of observations that were largely
unmatched until the 1990s.
Working with this historical data set,
Gouretski et al. identified long-term temperature and salinity trends for the entire water
column of the Atlantic. They found that
during the twentieth century, the upper
2000 meters of water warmed by 0.272°C and
became saltier by 0.030‰. Half of the heat
content increase took place in the upper
400 meters of water, and three quarters took
place in the upper 700 meters. The water
below 2000 meters, however, became slightly
cooler and fresher. The authors calculated
that a reduction in density of the ocean
waters due to changes in temperature and
salinity would have resulted in 3.7 centimeters
of sea level rise over the 80 years following
the Meteor’s expedition. The authors note that
the calculated warming trend aligns with
modeled representations of anthropogenic
warming. (Geophysical Research Letters,
doi:10.1002/grl.50503, 2013) —CS
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